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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new adult archers or
archers who are struggling?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for archers struggling with why they aren’t
better than they think they should be. Written with
more than a touch of humor, the first half of the book
points out common barriers to becoming a good
archer, along with what you can do about losing those
bad behaviors.
The second part of the book addresses the primary reason so many archers suck instead of excel: they
have no mental program or, at best, they have a weak
one. Included are instructions on how to create your
own killer mental program, along with provisions for
what to do when things go wrong and when they go
more right than expected.
Buy a copy for a friend because you, obviously,
don’t need this book!
Finally, adults getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Why should the kids have all of the fun? Everything adult beginners want to know is covered, like:
• How to get started
• How to get coached
• How to find and buy archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• What the styles of archery are, and
• What goes on at competitions and how to join the fun!
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and safety.
Recommend a copy of Shooting Arrows: Archery for Adult
Beginners to your adult friends who are curious about your
sport today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
With Spring Comes Hope
This is the time of year when
folks begin switching over from
indoor season to outdoor season. Of
course, if you have only one bow, we
hope you wrote down all of the settings you had at the end of last year.
(I am somethat chagrined to be one
of those who got half way through
outdoor season with a bow still set
up for indoors. A mind is a terrible
thing to waste!) If you have separate
bows for outdoors and indoors, we
hope you have a record of your outdoor bow’s characteristics and that
you will make one for your indoor
bow before you put it away until
next winter.
With Spring comes hope, the
saying goes, but if you have to start
over every season with a bow you
have little memory of setting up,
you are counting on hope a bit to
much. We believe in pencils and
notebooks. Knowing what kinds of
scores you were capable of last season (and not just the ones you are
hoping for) will certainly help when
it comes time to evaluate any new
equipment you want to include. If
you can’t show that your new gewgaw is better for your scores, you
have to ask why you are making
that change. After all, change for
change’s sake is the philosophy of
cancer cells.
While you are finishing up
what we hope was a successful inddor season and puttering around
getting ready for outdoor season,
we provide some helpful articles for
these tasks.
Bob Ryder will show you how
to stretch out your performance

indoors, so you can reach new
highs.
Larry Wise will show you how
to improve your practice sessions
and, if you are a coach, how to guide
your charges to more effective practices.
Since many of our coaches are
new to archery or come from the
recurve side (you get to choose
whether that is the “Light Side” or
the “Dark Side”) we asked Perry
Ratcliff to show them how to adjust
the timing of a two-cam compound
bow. There are a great many false
notions about timing two-cam
bows, so this also might be a welcome refresher for you compound
veterans.
Mitch Vaughn, our new friend
from Great Britain, has written a
wonderful article on selecting bows
for disabled archers. Such articles
are always welcome as there is very
little is in print offering help to disabled archers and their coaches.
I talked Doug Brown to write
an article I have wanted to publish
for many years, the topic of which is
guidance for compounders who
might want to give traditional
archery a shot. (I started in compound and love shooting my longbows now, and I wish I had some of
Doug’s tips when I got started on
trad.
We got M.J. Rogers to pick up
a pen again and he is chiming in
with an article on the role of trust in
an archer’s inner life. Be sure to
check his article out.
And for you major competitors
out there, Tom Dorigatti offers a
primer on getting sponsored. As

you may expect it involves shooting
well, but not like you think. You hot
shots out there will benerfit from
Tom’s advice, I am sure.
There’s more in this issue. Like
last issue, it is so full I think we
might end up breaking our electronic seams again, like we did in
the last issue. (You know an issue is
seriously full when I leave my own
article out.)
And the last issue had more
pages than we have ever had.
Realize that we had downsized
from 48 pages to 40 pages back
when we were a print magazine (for
the obvious reasons), but last issue
topped the scales at a whopping 56
pages! One of the benefits of “going
electronic” as we did, is we could
adjust the number of pages in an
issue almost at whim. This allows
us to run long articles without splitting them up into several issues,
something we know you didn’t like.
So, while we know many of you
miss the Print Edition (we do, too),
we are still working to make printed editions available (they are
now!—see the rear cover) at ever
more affordable prices.
Here’s another benefit—if you
liked the photo montage on the
cover, we included the whole image
on page 43 for your enjoyment. we
couldn’t do that before because of
space requirements.
Enjoy!
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Bob Ryder is a four time National Collegiate
Archery Coach of the Year, an NAA Level 3
Coach, a past U.S. Intercollegiate All-American and National Champion, past member of
the U.S. Archery Team, National Judge, Tournament Director for over 25 National Archery
Championships, including National Indoor,
Target, and Field Championships, past VicePresident and member of the NAA Board of
Governors, past Chairman and Executive
Committee Member of the College Division of
the NAA (USCA) and member of the James
Madison University Athletic Hall of Fame.
He is currently Head Coach of the James
Madison University Archery Team which has
produced 42 All-Americans, 16 National
Champions, 23 National Team Titles and 14
World Champions during his tenure.

Mitchell Vaughan took up archery in 1990,
shortly before taking early retirement from the
position of Senior Vehicle Engineer for a major
Automobile Manufacturer. In 1991 he qualified as an Archery Leader and in 1992 as an
EFAA (English Field Archery Association)
Instructor. In 1996 he qualified as a GNAS
Coach and in 2002 he completed a course to
become a GNAS County Coach. In this capacity Mitchell has organised seminars, workshops and coaching clinics, to improve the
standards of local club archers, as well as individual and group coaching sessions. He has
been a Tutor, Lead Tutor, Assessor and Mentor on a number of courses, Level 1, Level 2,
Coach and County Coach.
Elected to the Executive Committee of
the Essex Guild of Archery Coaches in 1994 he
was elected Chairman in 2002. He has also
held offices in a target archery club, Mayflower
Archers of Billericay and a Field Archery Club,
Panther Bowhunters of Chelmsford.
Mitchell says that he shoots Compound
Unlimited and has been selected to shoot for his
County for many years and in Field has competed in EFAA/IFAA Regional, National,
European and World Championships.
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Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one of
four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including seven
golds. As well as giving private coaching sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting form
for using back tension and gives the participants
a written individual plan for practice and form
inprovement.

Doug Brown is a retired California law
enforcement officer, who has been actively
shooting archery since 1993. He is currently a
member of Lodi Bowmen in California and
Traditional Archers of California. He has been
an NFAA Marked 3–D National Champion
several times in both Freestyle and Traditional-Recurve. Doug is also an NFAA basic and
intermediate archery instructor. He confesses
that “I am addicted to archery.”

Perry Ratcliff is the developer of the fabulous
Archer’s Advantage software (available at
www.archersadvantage.com) and a fine shot
and all around nice guy as well. Editor

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores,
and Guam. He has won numerous local and
state tournament titles and has placed as high
as second overall in three different sections of the
NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot in the Unlimited
Division, but has recently been learning to
shoot a recurve bow FITA style.

M.J. Rogers has been an archery coach for 20
years. Has traveled extensively while coaching,
including to Asia, Africa, Australia, and
Europe. He worked for USA Archery at the
Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, CA,
for the NFAA in California and Yankton, SD
and also managed the WAF Las Vegas tournament setup and trade shows.
He began Olympic coaching in 2004 in
Athens and was a coach at the 2012 Paralympic Games in London. He has been head
coach for five World Field Championship
teams, and one World Indoor Championship
team. He recently completed training for
World Archery in Cali, Columbia teaching
groups of coaches and athletes preparing for
World Games competition summer of 2013.
M.J. and his wife Marihelen moved from
Southern California to Yankton in 2008 and
moved closer to their grandchildren in IL early
in 2013. He will operate Archery Resources,
LLC an independent training, seminar, event
services company.
M.J. is available for coaching, both individual
and groups. For more information, contact
Archery Resources at coach@archeryresources.net or 909.534.3340.
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About
Sponsorships
by Tom Dorigatti
If you are around the game of archery long
enough, the subject of sponsorships or getting sponsored invariably comes up. Seems that nearly every
shooter I run into is “shooting for” somebody or some
company. Being sponsored certainly appears to be
some sort of status symbol. I’m sure you all can relate
to this sponsorship fetish when you see or hear someone who has been shooting for only a few months
wanting to know how they, too, can get sponsored or
get on a shooting staff.
Most of these shooters think that just because
they shoot terrific scores, that they should just up and
get a sponsorship based only upon their shooting
prowess. You have probably also heard, or even said it
yourself, “How does that guy get sponsored? He doesn’t shoot for crap; I beat them nearly every time out.
It isn’t fair that he is getting free or discounted stuff
when I have to pay for mine.”
What these people fail to realize is that a sponsorship doesn’t just come out of the blue. It is nurtured into being over a period of years (not months).
It takes a lot of effort to present the right approach. It
definitely takes “networking” and getting to know
people. It takes the right attitude and mind set to
make sure you present yourself in a favorable light to
any potential sponsor; not as a “hot dog, high scoring
shooter,” but as someone who presents themselves
more from a “what I can do for you, the potential
sponsor” and not (actually never), “what can the sponsor do for me.”
I’m not going to write about how many sponsorships I have now or how many I’ve had over my 50+
years in competitive archery. As you will soon read,
this doesn’t have much at all to do with “I” or “me”;
not in this game. It suffices to say that I’ve been a
sponsored archer at one level or another since the late
1970’s and still have sponsorships to this very day. It
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sure isn’t about my expertise; I’m past my prime, but
my philosophy about avoiding the “I” or the “me” has
served my sponsors well over all these years.
I think you can see the course that this is
going to take, can’t you? It is not about the “I” or “me”
words. It is not all about winning a ton of tournaments and shooting high scores. It is about attitude,
presentation, the way you carry yourself, and what you
actually do for your sponsor(s). You know the adage,
“action speaks louder than words.” When it comes to
getting and keeping sponsors, this adage will serve
your sponsors the way they expect to be served. They
don’t necessarily go with someone just because they
have 20 patches on their shirt, most of which the
shooter really doesn’t do much for. You must remember you serve the sponsor; the sponsor does not serve
you and your whims.
Let me relate some real situations to you that will
drive home the point of how important presentation,
follow-through, attitude, and dedication are to getting and keeping a sponsorship.
The “I need to catch back up and I can’t do it with
this (expletive) piece of junk . . .” Situation

I was at an indoor tournament several years back. A
sponsored shooter, replete with bows, arrows, jacket,
shooter’s shirt, hat, etc. was shooting on the line and
was having an off day. He started in bad-mouthing
“this piece of (expletive) bow doesn’t work.” Of
course, with that attitude, things only got worse. He
started telling anyone that would listen just how bad
this piece of equipment was. Then, he got bent out of
shape at the half-way point and went out to his car
and came back in with a bow of a different manufacturer and proceeded to shoot that bow, all the while
telling people how much better this one was than the
Archery Focus

other (sponsored bow) was. He made a big
issue that he needed to “clean” this second
half in X’s in order to finish in the top three
or four and win some money. That lasted .
. . about one end! What he didn’t realize
was that his area representative had come
into the building and was in the audience.
The rep listened to this shooter for only
but a few minutes. He walked up to the
shooter, tapped him on the shoulder and
told him that he wanted his bows, arrows,
quiver, and jacket back, then and there. He
told the shooter that he was finished as a
“staff shooter” for that company and it
would be duly reported to the shooter’s other sponsors
as well. So much for an ego and getting your panties
in a wad when you are having a bad day! This shooter as far as I know, was never picked up by another
manufacturer, and within a few years, he was out of
the sport entirely.
The “There is something inherently wrong with
this bow and I can’t shoot it, so I’m putting it up
and changing over to brand “Y” to try to recover.”
Situation

A very talented shooter was shooting the Outdoor
Nationals at Watkins Glen several years back. The
shooter shot pretty well the first day, but on the second day, things started going amuck. It became clear
that this person was blaming the bow for everything
that was going wrong and began to bad-mouth the
bow and everything about it. At the half-way point,
the shooter had a very knowledgeable company “rep”
look the bow over from stem to stern. The rep told the
shooter that the bow was just fine and everything was
within specifications. This shooter wasn’t satisfied
with that, but finished the day with that bow. The
next day, however, this sponsored shooter, all the
while bad-mouthing the other bow proceeded to
shoot a different bow. The word got around quickly,
and to this day, this particular bow builder is hesitant
to sponsor anyone at all because of the bad taste in the
bow builder’s mouth as a result of this action.
The “We should have first rights to experiment
and test out all prototypes and make recommendations and changes to the designs.” Situation

This one is about the same bow manufacturer as the
incident immediately above. It spelled the end of
“sponsorships” by this bow builder or nearly so. There
were some professional level shooters “on staff ” with
Archery Focus

this bow company. A couple of them got on their high
horses and basically demanded that they (the pros)
should have first say on any design changes or
improvements and test them out fully before implementation. This is not necessarily a bad idea, but
these few didn’t seem to realize just how expensive
making prototypes is, how long the “tests” should be
conducted and the time restraints and logistics
involved with keeping track of “test bows” and prototypes, along with what is part of the design that the
shooters aren’t even aware of in the first place. Well,
in short, the peeing and moaning got to the point that
the bow maker simply gave up on “pro staff contracts”
and to this day, they don’t do that anymore.
The “I have 4 square inches of space on my shirt
that I’ll sell you at “$XXX per square inch.” Situation

I witnessed this one more than once! Not only was I
appalled by the audacity and conceit, but so were their
potential sponsors! The worst thing is that in both
cases, the persons using this method of promoting
themselves were youngsters below the age of 18 years
old and were being supported by their parents! The
conversation went on for a few minutes more and all
that seemingly went on were demands from the parents/kid of what the sponsor should “pay” the kid for
the honor of the sponsor having their logo/patch on
the kid’s shirt!
Are you getting the point here? In the cases above,
the promotion was not for the sponsor; the promotion
was for and only for the shooter, so the shooter could
look good and add to their trophies/list of sponsors.
Very little, in fact, nothing, was being done by those
shooters to promote the product they had signed up to
promote. This is the “I” and “me” syndrome at work.
Continued on Next Page
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Many shooters are not aware that there are many,
many levels of sponsorships. The discussion below
may well not be all inclusive, however, you should be
able to get the message of how truncated “sponsorships” have become over the years. First I will address
levels of sponsorships.
Shop Shooters Some sponsorships are by archery
shops themselves with assistance from a manufacturer’s area representative. These are normally called
“shop shooters.” In nearly all cases, a shop shooter
does not receive free bows and equipment. They get a
good discount, depending upon how long they’ve
been with the shop shooter program, their attitudes,
and whether or not they fulfill their obligations
required as a shop shooter. They don’t shoot for the
company; they shoot for the archery shop. Sometimes
the shop sponsors shooters directly without any assistance from their area representative or the (bow)
manufacturer. Once again, however these are shop
shooters and are not “pro staff ” shooters that represent a manufacturer or vendor. They don’t get a lot of
“free stuff,” they don’t get their registrations and travel paid for, etc.
Area Rep Shooters In the many years I’ve been in
the game, many companies have a system in which
their Area Representatives have a select few slots
available for a shooting staff. The names of these vary,
from “Rep’s Staff ” to “Rep’s Field Staff ” and so on. In
many of these cases, the shooter can receive one or
two free bows as part of their deal. There is a contract
involved, and normally the sponsored shooter will be
called upon to attend several tournaments, store
“shows,” and assist the Area Rep with promotion and
demonstration of the products at various events
and/or tournaments. Those who fulfill their commit-
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ment normally remain on staff; those who don’t submit their reports or who balk at helping out are normally let go. Again, it is what you do for the company/rep; not what the rep does for you; always remember this.
Company Field Staff This level of shooting staff is
a bit more challenging, and also requires a contractual obligation between the shooter and the company.
There are many levels of field staff and each shooter
under contract is not permitted to divulge the terms
and conditions of said contract. There are quarterly
reports required, and at some levels, the shooter is also
required to attend certain tournaments, shows, or
“store openings.” They also are required to stay in
close contact with the Area Representative and local
archery shops and report on how the products are or
are not selling. These staff shooters also report on any
problems they hear about, customer comments, tournament results, etc. Once again, those who fulfill their
contractual obligations stay on staff and/or can move
up the ladder; those who don’t are cast aside and
replaced.
Company Pro Staff These are the tough ones to
get. The details of the contracts between the shooter
and the company are not public knowledge and the
shooter is not allowed to divulge the explicit details of
said contract. Of course, just like the other “staffs,”
there are several levels to a company Pro Staff ladder.
The “lower” rungs usually involve one or two bows
and possibly an arrow contract with one of the major
arrow companies as well. This is coordinated by the
company and comes along with the contract offered
to the shooter. Most times, at this level, there is no
other compensation other than the bow(s) and arrow
contract. Of course, once again there are terms to the
contract as well, and nearly all require
reports to be submitted on a regular basis.
Top Level Staffs Some companies call
this their “Gold Staff ” or “Platinum Staff.”
There are but a handful of shooters who get
these very much sought after staff positions. Exact details are never divulged publicly but I’m under the impression that
there are also different “levels” incorporated into these few staff positions as well.
Requirements to “make” these top level
staffs vary, but longevity, proper promotion,
attitude, professionalism, and of course
“wins” or “podium finishes” become very
important at this level.
I’ve heard that some very select few
Archery Focus

have a contract that gives them a salary, meals, lodging, equipment, entry fees, and the like, but since
these details aren’t made public, I wouldn’t think anyone other than the specific archer and the company
know or should know the specific details.
So now I’ve outlined some of the many levels of
“staff shooters” and approximately what the shooter
could get at each level and what they need to do for
that. I’m sure by now you are wondering, “So, how can
I get me one of these staff positions?”
My approach to this will be to tell my own story
with regard to sponsorships and how, in spite of not
competing every single weekend and not being in the
top three of my division like I used to be, I’m able to
stay on staff with my sponsors year after year. The
highest level I achieved was “Pro Staff ” level for no
fewer than four bow manufacturers. I often wondered
what the commitments are for those highly sought
after “Gold” or “Platinum” Pro Staffs, but I’ll never
know!
“Paying Dues” and Common Errors

You are going to have to pay your dues. By saying this
I mean that being overly aggressive and adamant
about just getting a sponsorship will tend to shut you
out instead of getting you into the inner circle. You
are going to have to work on this one bite at a time,
form your networks, and get to know people. Yes,
“networking” is very, very important when it comes to
this.
A few of the most common errors are making
statements like: “I shoot just as good as Joe Pro over
there, so I should be getting a sponsorship” or “I shoot
way better than him/her and they are sponsored; I
don’t know how on earth they get or keep their sponsorship when they don’t shoot all that good.” Trust
me, bad-mouthing a sponsored shooter will get you
nowhere; not only will you alienate that sponsored
shooter, but you will be alienating those who can help
you, too.
Another common error is using achievement
(score after score and win after win, etc.) in your
résumé. While having top notch scores is a factor,
putting too much emphasis on the “I shoot these great
scores” or “I won all these tournaments” isn’t the wisest approach in my opinion. It is wiser to place more
emphasis on what you can do for the company in the
way of promotion, how well you relate to people, your
relationship with your local shop and shooters, and
your knowledge of the sport itself, but not as it relates
Archery Focus

to high scores and lots of wins.
Yet another oversight is not getting letters of recommendation from your archery shop, store manager,
and, if you already have some other sponsors, letters of
recommendation from them, too. It is essential that
you have your ducks in a row. For Field Staff and
above positions, these letters of recommendation are
essential. If you know some higher profile shooters or
sponsored archers, it never hurts to get recommendations from them. Again, however, it is essential not to
use overkill for these recommendations and have
them put you in the light of being a super-hero or
something equally unbelievable.
Of course, you probably noted my distaste for
selling shirt space. The last thing you want to do, or
perhaps better said, the first thing you want to avoid
is trying to tell the sponsor what you want and expect
from them. It is okay to list your other sponsors, but
whatever you do; don’t be trying to tell them what
they can do for you and what you expect. You are
wiser in all ways to tell them what you can do and
what you intend to do to promote their products in
Continued on the Next Page
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the best light possible. Avoid the “I” or “me” connotations as much as possible.
You bad-mouth a competitor’s products or the
competition. This is a huge mistake and it happens
more than you would imagine! I’ve heard many a
sponsored shooter when asked what they think of
product “Y”, for that person to go into a tirade saying
that this, that, and the other are “wrong” with the
competitor or competition’s product. First off, it is an
unwritten rule that you don’t do this; secondly, you
have to realize that by doing this,
you have likely turned those people off entirely and they’ll likely
be turned off about the product
you represent too. Trust me that
will get back to your rep, shop, or
manufacturer. You have to learn
to be diplomatic, answer the
questions but without negatively
reflecting on the competition or
competitor’s products. Always
focus on what your sponsor’s
product does well or better.
Losing your cool when you
aren’t doing well. I think I covered a couple of instances about
this item earlier in the article. In
both those cases it cost that
shooter their sponsorship, but
more damage than that was
done, too. If those sorts of trends
continue, sponsors get turned off
and that negativity doesn’t help
their product or the future of “staff shooters.” Tread
lightly when you are having an off day, and whatever
you do, don’t be obtuse and blame the product you
represent. Suck it up, butter-cup, maintain your cool
and finish the game you started. As a sponsored
shooter, you are being watched, and you’d be surprised
how fast your inappropriate behaviors get back to
your sponsors!
You not sharing your equipment for others to try.
Remember that that equipment, while yours, technically belongs to your sponsor. All shooters know to
ask before touching someone else’s equipment; it is
just common etiquette. However, as a sponsored
shooter, I welcome the opportunity to allow others to
try my equipment out, be it releases, arrows, and yes,
even my bow. Of course, with my bow, the reservations are that first I “trust” the person, secondly, that

I make sure they won’t dry-fire the bow, and also that
they won’t draw it so far past the stops that they’ll
wreck the bow and last, that they use a finger sling or
sling while shooting my bow. I have been known to
offer to allow a person to shoot my staff bow(s), and I
get the funniest looks from them. “Really?” they say.
“What if it blows up”? I tell them that if it blows up
on them, that likely it would have blown up on me
too, so what the heck. I also tell them that the bow is
there to be shot and shown and if they are interested
in that brand/model then how
else can they assess whether they
like it or not? The same applies
with my release aids. Of course, I
don’t let them change my primary releases, but my spares are
“open game;” I’ll let them shoot
them to their heart’s content.
You selling your old equipment “dirt cheap.” This is a common mistake. So often I’ve seen
sponsored shooters sell their old
equipment for pennies on the
dollar, e.g. thousand dollar bows
for $200-$300! First off, you are
supposed to get permission from
the sponsor to do this (in my
experience, this is part of the
contract in most cases) and, secondly, when you do this, you are
undercutting your local shop and
damaging the re-sale value of
what other people may want to
sell their bows for. You aren’t doing yourself or your
“friends” any favors by doing this, and the shop isn’t
going to be very happy about it either. I always tell
people that “if ” I sell my old equipment, it will be for
fair market value; I refuse to “undercut” my local shop
and fellow shooters. If the buyer doesn’t want to pay
fair market value, then I’ll simply keep the equipment
for future use.
You not fulfilling your contractual obligations. All
too often, staff shooters sign their contract, send it in,
get their “stuff ” and don’t make contact with the
sponsor until the next contract comes around. They
fail to read what they’ve contracted for. They never
turn in those reports; they don’t show up or volunteer
to help in booths at tournaments, and etc. You get the
message. In the past I’ve gone to major tournaments
where I didn’t even shoot; but I made it a point to go

“You are bound by dignity
and etiquette not to badmouth the products of
your competitors/
competition, certainly not
your own products. You
are bound by common
sense and a sense of fair
play to sell your old
equipment (after getting
permission from your
sponsor) at fair market
value and not to undercut
the local shop or fellow
shooters’ values.”
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to my sponsors’ booths and work the booth for several hours, and/or help out answering questions and the
like. Make it a point to write those reports and get
them submitted. Believe me; it will put you higher on
the “list” for contract renewal and even help you move
up the staff shooter ladder.
Conclusion

So, there you have it in a big nutshell. Sponsorships
are not cut and dried. They don’t just happen to fall
into place because you are a good shooter. There are
many levels of sponsorship, and each level is . . . complicated. You are bound by your contract not to
divulge what you get or don’t get. You are bound by
contract to support and promote the products you
represent.
You are bound by dignity and etiquette not to
bad-mouth the products of your competitors/competition, certainly not your own products.
You are bound by common sense and a sense of fair
play to sell your old equipment (after getting permission from your sponsor) at fair market value and not
to undercut the local shop or fellow shooters’ values.
You need to work slowly and one step at a time to

work your way into any sponsorship. Don’t expect to
go from a “regular” shooter to a Gold Staff Contract
Shooter in one giant leap; it doesn’t happen that way.
There are steps in between on which you pay your
dues. Don’t try to crash down walls to get your way.
(It won’t work in fact it will cause the opposite of
what you want.) Don’t use “I” or “me” either in your
discussions or your résumé; this could send your
résumé into the “round file” (waste can) as opposed to
the square manila colored file on the top of the sponsor’s desk. Don’t try to tell the sponsor what they
should be “giving you.” Realize that nothing is free; to
get something, you are going to have to give in return!
Fulfill all your obligations, especially make sure you
submit your reports as required by your contract.
I hope I have helped you decipher some of what
sponsorship is about. I did not cover all the bases;
especially when it comes to those enviable “Gold
Staff ” and above sponsorships; I’ve never experienced
that rarified atmosphere.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Timing
Two Cam Bows
by Perry Ratcliff
If you shoot a two cam or two wheel bow, good
cam/wheel timing is important to consistent shooting. Have you ever pulled back the string of a cam
bow expecting to find a hard wall and discovered that
the bow felt mushy at full draw? This problem is usually associated with wheel timing. Its not uncommon
to receive a brand new bow with wheels that are out
of time. It is up to you to properly adjust the wheel
timing and tiller of your bow. Poor wheel timing can
also make it difficult to stay on the spot when aiming.

2

Quick & Dirty Cam/Wheel Timing

You can do a fair job of wheel timing with no special
tools as follows:
1. Slowly draw the bow back while watching the bus
cables and cams.
2. When you pull through the valley into the wall,
one bus cable will come to rest on the back side of
its cam before the other cable.
3. If the back side of the top cam touches the bus
cable first, you will need to shorten the bus cable
connected to the bottom limb by adding twists to
the bus cable.
1

Bottom Cam

4. If the back side of the bottom cam touches the bus
cable first, you will need to shorten the bus cable
connected to the top limb by adding twists to the
bus cable.
5. Do not adjust cable lengths by more than one or
two turns at a time. You will be surprised at how
quickly the wheel timing will change.
6. When you have the wheel timing close, make your
adjustments by twisting the bus cable in one half
turn increments.
7. Note that shortening bus cables will slightly
increase the draw length of the bow. If the draw
length is getting too long, adjust wheel timing by
untwisting the opposite bus cable from the one
described above.
8. It was necessary to shorten the bus cable connected to the bottom limb by 51⁄2 turns to bring these
wheels into alignment.
Precision Can/Wheel Timing

Top Cam
Photos 1 & 2 Note how the bus cable is in contact with the back side
of the top cam in the photo above. Note how the bus cable is well away
from the back side of the bottom cam.
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If a “fair” job of timing your bow isn’t good enough for
you, the following technique provides detailed
instructions for obtaining perfect wheel timing on
two-can/wheel compounds. You will require the following tools to perform these adjustments:
• bow square
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• narrow straight edge
• ruler or calipers
• bow jig/crank board, to pull bow back for measurements.
• bow press, to take tension off of bus cables for
adjustment.
Adjusting Cam/Wheel Timing The steps to follow
are:
1. Remove cable guard slider from bus cables.
2. Place the bow on your bow jig/crank board and
draw the bow back until one of the bus cables
comes in contact with the back side of a cam (see
Photo 1 above). Note, it is important that you draw
the bow back pulling from the same location as
you would if you were shooting the bow. You may
need to draw with an arrow on the string to draw
from the correct position on your serving. I tie
nocking points above and below the nock which
allows me to time the wheels with no arrow on the
string. If you are using a D-Loop, pull through it.
3. Place a bow square on the bus cable as it exits the
cam as shown in Photo 3. Use a pair of calipers or
ruler to measure the distance from the axle to the
bow square. It is very important that the bow
square be placed the same distance from the top
axle as from the bottom axle when making your
timing measurements. As shown in the figure, I
chose a distance of 11⁄2˝ away from the axle as my
point to place the bow square.
3

4

Placing a straight edge across two fixed points on the cam creating an
angle with the shaft of the bow square.

is 8 3⁄8˝ on the bow square in this example, as
shown in Photo 5 (below). You may find that the
straight edge does not cross the bow square at a
measurable location the first time you attempt to
take a measurement. If this is the case, move the
bow square closer or further away from the axle as
required to get a good reading. (Make certain that
you place the bow square the same distance from
the axle for the bottom wheel.) If your wheels are
significantly out of time, you may find that the
straight edge never crosses the bow square on the
second cam. Adjust the appropriate bus cable in
two turn increments until you can obtain measurements for both cams.
5

4. Next lay a straight edge across two fixed reference
points on your cam as shown in Photo 4. These
reference points will be used to determine your
wheel timing. When wheel timing is properly
adjusted, the angle represented by these two points
will be the same for the top and bottom cams on
your bow.
5. You are now ready to measure your wheel timing.
Record where the straight edge crosses your bow
square. The initial measurement for the top wheel
Archery Focus

6. In this example, the measurement for the bottom
wheel is 101⁄2˝ as shown in Photo 6 (next page).
This is nearly a 2˝ difference in wheel timing
when measured by this method. Small changes in
cam/wheel timing show up as large differences in
Continued on the Next Page
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8. Given these measurements I chose to lengthen the
bus cable connected to my top limb by one half
turn. When I rechecked the wheel timing, both
the top and bottom wheels measured 71⁄4˝ as
shown in Photos 9 & 10 below. The bow is now
perfectly timed.
9

measured timing using this method. This allows
you to make very precise adjustments to your
cam/wheel timing.
7. Given these measurements I chose to shorten the
bus cable connected to my bottom limb by two
turns. When I rechecked the wheel timing, the top
wheel measured 71⁄4˝ and the bottom wheel measured 73⁄4˝ very close to the equal measurements
we want for perfect timing in just two twists of the
bus cable (see Figures 7 & 8 below).

Photos 9 & 10 One more half turn, this time untwisting the top cable
produces the same measurement top as bottom and perfect wheel timing.

7
10

Photos 7 & 8 After just two twists of one of the buss cables, the timing
measurements are much closer together.

8
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Obviously these techniques do not work on one
cam bows. Nor do they work on asymmetric cam
(Cam & a Half, etc.) bows as the two eccentrics are
different. When you have completed cam/wheel timing on your two cam bow using these methods, you
should find that the bow has a more solid feel against
the wall and is easier to aim. I must thank Don
Kudlacek and Roland Haggard for developing this
technique and passing their knowledge on to me.
(Don and Roland are both former IFAA World
Champions. You can’t argue with success!) I hope you
find these techniques as valuable as I have.
Good Shooting!
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Who Do
You Trust?
by M.J. Rogers
I would like to address a problem that is
prevalent throughout sport. It is recognized through a
question: Who do you trust?
Is there something or someone you trust more
than yourself? No? Why, then, in times when you
need this trust in archery competition, do you find it
lacking? What makes you lack confidence or trust in
your own ability? Is it the score, the target, movement, missing, your opponents? Is this trust what
makes the difference between those who are able to
compete at the top year after year
and everybody else?
These are several of the
questions I would like to address
in this article. Nothing I will tell
you is new or is something you
may not have read or heard of
before, but maybe my view will
be from a different perspective
than you have seen before.
Archers who are successful often practice a great
deal but why, then, are you not as successful when you
practice just as much as they do? Why do you fail to
shoot in competition as well as you do in practice?
Why do they recover from misses and you do not? I
believe it is your thinking processes which need to be
addressed so you can solve these problems. Of course,
there can be many other factors affecting your performance in competition, but the one I wish to focus on
here is personal trust.

that also learns the sport skills we enjoy. And it is that
learning that we need to trust.
But all your senses tell you not to allow this.
When the wind flags are flapping, your aperture is
moving around on the target, you hear voices in the
background and crowd noise, and you experience
apprehension about winning or losing, the fear is that
the outcome will be exactly the opposite of what you
want to happen. The perceived outcome is one of failure but you are, instead, supposed to trust something
you can’t put your finger on. This
fear is reinforced by many of the
competitors around you. They
tell you how poorly they are
shooting and so you see yourself
as shooting just as poorly. Often
someone else’s perception of you
intrudes on your own vision of
your future.
Finding this “trust” will be
the foundation of your success in the sport. If you are
able to accept an occasional miss and its consequences
and not let it erode your trust in your ability to perform, you will go far in the sport. By doing this you
are accepting ownership of each arrow and its outcome but only of one arrow at a time. If your evaluation is that all of your efforts and preparations were
wasted because a single result or a few results are not
what you desired, you are on the slide down the slippery slope to failure.
Often, just as you need a clutch shot, you miss.
Just as you need to shoot as you normally do in prac-

“Archers who are successful often practice a
great deal but why, then,
are you not as successful
when you practice just as
much as they do?”

There is a part of us that we have trained to
do most of our daily activities. This is the part of us
Archery Focus
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tice, you don’t. Just when all you need is an 8, you
shoot a 7. You then look for something or someone to
blame for your misses. This reinforces the doubt in
your ability to shoot as well in competition as you
always do in practice.
If this happens more than a
few times, that doubt accumulates making it harder and harder to establish a trusting
relationship with the part of you
that shoots the bow and I believe
that relationship is principal in
what makes an archer successful.
What success means to you
is unique and should not be measured by any standards other
than your own. Regardless of
how you measure it, success
should be expected in small
increments. Archers who experience large successes in short periods of time often find barren
patches following. The most
common examples are youth
archers who become state or national champions in
short order. Often they think they have little more to
learn when in truth they are just beginning. Little
successes are important to the development of the
trust necessary to be a good archer. In order to build
a strong trust in your shot, you must trust it and succeed. Doing that many times gives you the feeling
that if you just trust your shot,
things will be okay, which allows
you to trust your shot even more.
This is positive feedback that can
lead to iron clad trust in your
own ability.
These little successes and the
trust building spill over into daily
life, in such activities as getting a
project done on time, getting a
phone call made, or setting and
accomplishing a goal. These may
seem too small to affect our ability to trust ourselves, but these
small items add up. How much do you trust someone
who does not do what they tell you they are going to
do? Not much. If someone says they will repay money
they have borrowed and they do not, how likely are
you to lend them money another time? How many
times does “trust” need to fail before we begin to

doubt? When trust is not there, what is required to
recover from even one digression? These are questions
I cannot answer for you. We are all different. But I do
know that when shooting, the more solid your trust in
your own ability to succeed, the
higher the level of that success
will be.

“Many archers keep
records of their practice
scores, but have no idea
how they are ‘trending.’ If
you, for example, graph
your practice scores and
the lines tell you that you
are on a plateau (neither
improving nor getting
worse) and you thought
you were getting worse,
you know your fears were
getting involved.”

The question has now become:
How do I cultivate this relationship and keep out the negatives? Keep in mind the only
person you are pleasing by shooting a bow is you. So try your best
to do just that, please yourself.
Develop a perspective. What if
one in a dozen arrows doesn’t
score well? Do you ignore the
other eleven? If you have progressed from one in a dozen not
scoring well to one in fifty, is not
a miss worth less, as it affects
your trust? Do you use shooting
a personal best end, score, game,
round, tournament, season, year, and such as building
blocks for your trust in your ability to shoot good
shots? Or does one bad shot tumble you off into
despair? Even the very best archers have lost far more
tournaments than they have won. Does this make
them losers? Develop and keep a perspective on your
abilities and on how one single arrow or event should
affect your belief in yourself.
Compare archery with any
other advanced skill you do:
walking, driving, running, typing, hitting or throwing a ball,
etc. (If you don’t think walking is
an advanced skill, try teaching a
robot to do it.) These skills, once
learned and perfected to your
satisfaction, are then done, disconnected from the thinking part
of you (your conscious mind) by
your
un-conscious
mind.
Whatever it is called, the part of
you that is performing the skill does so while you are
often thinking of other things. The higher you raise
your success level, the easier it becomes for this part
of you to perform and not be influenced by thinking
or to be distracted by your environment. When was
the last time you failed at, say, walking due to being

“What if one in a dozen
arrows doesn’t score
well? Do you ignore the
other eleven? If you have
progressed from one in a
dozen not scoring well to
one in fifty, is not a miss
worth less, as it affects
your trust?”
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distracted? You are a very successful walker with
thousands and thousands of successful steps to your
credit.
The factors that can distract you while shooting
are, like they are for walking, numerous; excessive
sight aperture motion is one of the most disturbing of
those. As the unconscious part of you sees the aperture moving on the target face, muscles that were
inactive can be made active to
deal with the “problem,” or muscles that were active now stop or
slow too much for a fluid shot.
As muscles over work to keep
movement within a perceived
success range, the shot deteriorates. If the outcome is a miss
and is perceived as a failure, the
trust relationship is eroded. In
effect, you think you trusted and failed, when you
actually didn’t trust yourself and tried to do “something” you haven’t trained yourself to do.
Instead it is much better to use the miss as a
training tool. If nothing else is imparted by this article I hope you will accept this: “missing is okay.”
Developing a trust relationship based on missing
seems misguided because all archers miss; how you
deal with the miss is the critical factor. Accepting a
miss and determining the cause and correction shift a
“failure” into the success column. Using misses as
learning experiences and growing from those experiences by getting better, getting help, practicing better,
and just accepting the fact that until you do get better
you will miss more frequently
than you desire. This will make
the difference between enjoying
the sport and having it feel like
work.
If no one has told you before,
let me be the first: there are no
secret formulas. No pills, books,
articles, coaches, training, or anything that can do this for you. The trust relationship
is a fine balance between accepting your inadequacies
and pushing your level of anxiety or mistrust away
from you as it is misplaced. The more you accept that
the motion you see through your sight’s aperture and
the possibility of you failing as normal, the more often
your successes will be. You will enjoy shooting more
and shooting at higher levels in competitions will
seem easier . . . more trust, more success . . . and so it
goes.

So why is it so difficult to learn to trust your shot? Is
there anything that will aid you in this development?
I wish I had an easy answer. I believe you can work on
the development and as with most things you do in
life the higher your goals the more practice is necessary for success. I feel by doing the little things the big
things will follow. Keeping records of factors that can
tell you how you are doing can keep the fears at bay.
Many archers keep records of
their practice scores, but have no
idea how they are “trending.”
You need to look at such measures and listen to coaches who
keep such records to see what
they tell you and not just listen
to fears that jump into your head
after one miss or another. If you,
for example, graph your practice
scores and the lines tell you that you are on a plateau
(neither improving nor getting worse) and you
thought you were getting worse, you know your fears
were getting involved. Many archers feel they are getting worse when they are getting better. Even if your
scores aren’t going up right now, they may be becoming more consistent which is a sign you are improving!
As mentioned above, telling yourself you will do
something and then following through builds trust in
your ability, for example, start a project and then do it
to completion. Start it on time, complete it, and feel
good about your success. As with every task in life the
more difficult the task, the more you do not want to
expend the effort or the more it
interferes with your status quo.
This removes you from your
comfort zone and it raises your
anxiety level. Often it is easier to
put off the undesired task by
telling yourself “I don’t have the
time right now, other things are
more important.” This is why
you need to break big tasks into smaller pieces so you
can celebrate completing each one rather than have
that project with a big “not done yet” label for months
on end.
This trust thing is difficult. If it were easy, everyone would be doing it. Really, what in life is worth
having that isn’t so hard and once accomplished feels
so rewarding? Work on developing trust in the part of
you who shoots. The rewards are boundless.

“If no one has told you
before, let me be the first:
there are no secret formulas. No pills, books,
articles, coaches, training,
or anything. . . .”

“What success means to
you is unique and should
not be measured by any
standards other than your
own.”
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The Mental Game:
Understanding
Comfort Zones
Resetting Your Thermostat
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
This article is aimed at those of you who live
indoors. Most people who live indoors can thank
Central Heating and Air Conditioning for maintaining the temperature of their house within a comfortable range. This range from your lowest acceptable
temperature to your highest acceptable temperature is
referred to as your Comfort Zone.
What’s amazing is that comfort zones not only
exist in the area of home climate control but are also a
very real item to deal with in the world of competitive
archery. I know, you think I’ve lost my mind again. But
I’ll bet you a dollar to a donut that if you’ve shot much
competitive archery in your life you have found yourself in a competition where you found yourself shooting lights out when you started the event, shooting
way above your average, but as the round continued
you found yourself experiencing some of the most creative ways to lose points, allowing you to finish the
competition without that new personal best you were
on pace for. Instead you ended up
within a few points of your average. That’s sad, but to balance it
out, you have also probably experienced just the opposite. Where you can’t seem to get warmed up at first
but as time goes on you get on a streak and by the end
of the round you finish up . . . wait for it . . . within a
few points of your average.
No, I do not have the power to read your mind, it’s
just that the vast majority of experienced archers that
I have coached over the past 30 years or so have con-

fessed that they have experienced these same phenomena. Isn’t the mind a fun thing to have playing tricks
on us when we are working so hard every day to
improve our skills. Many times I think we could all be
better archers if we just had lobotomies. I must confess
that much of the Mental Game that we try to develop
is not geared toward having the mind take a more
active role . . . but having it take a less active role.
In the area of comfort zones I welcome the mind’s
involvement and actually use it to improve our lot. Just
as the Central Heating and Air Conditioning in your
home has a Thermostat that controls the climate in
your house, you also have a Thermostat in your mind.
It has been set over time by living through your performances and your acceptance of those performances.
For the purpose of keeping life simple, I will be referring to indoor scores related to a 60 arrow Indoor
FITA Round. If you have shot an average of, say, 540
over the past year or two the Thermostat in your mind
is satisfied that you are a 540
shooter. Where the rub comes is
how do you ever become a 560 or
570 shooter if the Thermostat in your mind is satisfied
that you are a 540 shooter. Just like with the temperature at home the only way to make the heat or the
scores go up is to change the thermostat.
Hold it . . . before you make yourself miserable in
your own home trying to improve your scores by
cranking up the thermostat, let me explain how I like
to do it with my archers.

Part 8 of a Series
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Every scorecard, no matter how horrible the score,
is a treasure chest of opportunities for motivating your
archers. The idea is not to point out, relive, or dwell on
the mistakes that were made. The idea is to analyze
their performance in a way that actually displays for
them, in a logical manner, a revised view of their performance that establishes a new level of expectation
that they can rationalize in their own mind. This, in
effect, serves to raise their thermostat and change their
comfort zone. I have included (below) a re-creation of
an actual scorecard from the 2012 US Indoor Archery
Championship.
When I am analyzing scorecards for the purpose
of raising thermostats and changing comfort zones I
use one or more of the following techniques:
1. Best Quarter Show the archer the ends he shot in
his best quarter and ask him if there is any reason
he shouldn’t be able to maintain that pace for the
entire round. Then, when he agrees that that is a
reasonable expectation, take the archers best quarter and multiply by 4 to create a revised score.
2. Best Consecutive Five Ends If the archer you are
reviewing really struggled putting a full quarter
together then check to
see if what their best
consecutive 5 ends are.
Then ask him if there is
any reason he shouldn’t
be able to maintain that
pace for a whole round.
Then, when he agrees
that that is reasonable,
then multiply that score
times 4 to create a
revised score.
3. Each End Another way
of analyzing the scorecard that may yield a
more satisfactory result
is to establish the
archer’s lowest acceptable end. You both have
to agree on this end. For
example the archer you
are working with should
always hold red and
shoots gold most of the
time. You may agree on
an end of 10, 9, 8 as the
lowest acceptable end.
In this case, with a black
Archery Focus

ink pen, circle each first arrow that’s not a 10, each
second arrow that is below a 9, and each third
arrow that is lower than an 8. Then add up the
points that the archer missed and add that to the
total his total score to come up with a revised score.
4. Each Arrow One more way of analyzing the scorecard is to simply establish, with your archer, a lowest acceptable arrow. This will show clearly the
impact that flyers can have on the outcome and
total score. With a red ink pen circle every arrow
that is below that score. Add the total difference in
points of all those arrows (as if substituted by the
lowest acceptable arrow score) and then add that
sum to his total score to come up with the revised
score.
The best thing about these Analysis Techniques is
that, when used in a responsible manner, they work.
What I mean by this is that you need to know the skill
level and dedication of the archer you are analyzing
and try to balance your desire to motivate him with a
practical attempt at helping him set realistic expectations. It should be obvious that the archers you work
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with in college are not stupid. If you are working with
an archer who just shot a 350 in his first tournament,
it is not likely that he will buy into a motivational
analysis that attempts to say that since he shot one 10
that day that there is no reason he shouldn’t be able to
do that on every shot and try to sell him on the expectation of shooting a 600 in his next round of competition. Instead, you need to have an honest private
conversation with each of your archers allowing a
comfortable, but serious discussion, in which you have
the opportunity to help them buy into the concept. By
explaining that nothing comes easy and if they want to
live up to the potential that they have shown they will
need work hard on the program you have put together for them.
There are also other things that you can learn
from closely reviewing scorecards. I will often times
make certain observations during the scorecard analysis. Take a look at the quarter totals and after a brief
review don’t hesitate to share your learned observations. For example:
If an archer shoots 125, 135, 140, 135-ask the
archer if they were nervous at the start or if they just
didn’t have a good sight setting. This normally leads to
an interesting conversation that will end up with you
outlining “start up” drills you want him to work on that
gets him used to dealing with pressure and expectations right out of the box. You may have him start

practice with only a single three-arrow practice end
followed by scoring five three-arrow ends.
If an archer shoots 140, 130, 135, 140-tell the
archer how proud you are of the way they started and
even the way they finished. Then, ask the archer if they
lost their focus in the middle of the round. This again
will lead to an interesting conversation with the result
being you trying to help him hone his shot routine to
build in a cleansing breath which leads to a fresh
approach to concentration on each arrow of every end.
If an archer shoots 130, 125, 115, 110-ask the
archer if he ran out of gas or if he was simply losing his
eyesight. Normally he will be honest and admit he has
not been at practice as much as he had planned to but
he will agree to follow your recommendation and work
hard to build up his arrow count before the next competition.
These are just some of the many things you can
learn from looking closely at your archers scorecards.
Each card is a gold mine and should be reviewed as
soon after a competition as possible because you don’t
want a kid to go around thinking they are a 520 shooter when you know you can convince them they are a
540 shooter. Do your kids a favor and yourself a favor
by trying this. The success of your team just might be
one of the dividends.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I hope to
see you on the shooting field.

Archery Focus . . .
Now can be read on your
iPad, Nook, or other
e-Reader.
(We do recommend you put it
down while shooting, though.)
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
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Bows for Archers
with Disabilities
by Mitch Vaughan
It is not easy to define a typical archer with disabilities and even more difficult to define what the effect
of their disability may be. Most people envisage
someone in a wheelchair with maybe some additional
physical restriction. In reality, there is a great range of
conditions which may affect a person’s ability to shoot
a bow. These may be mental, neurological, or physical
and each individual needs to be assessed by an experienced coach. In this article I will be looking at the
physical characteristics of various bows and how a
coach may utilise them to meet an archer’s needs.
When choosing a new bow, most archers decide
on a bow by style, manufacturer, colour, advertised
characteristics, price, etc. Disabled archers, however,
must also take other factors into account. These
include items such as bow weight (mass), size, and
force-draw characteristics.
Bow Weight This I think is pretty obvious, if an
archer has a condition that affects their arm or shoulder strength, then holding up a heavy bow at right
angles to their body will be very difficult. So a lighter
bow is in order, such as a recurve bow, will be the first
choice, but may not meet other requirements of the
archer.
Bow Size If the archer is in a wheelchair or has
limited mobility, a recurve or longbow may be difficult to handle. A short axle-to-axle compound bow
may seem to be a solution to this size problem, but
careful thought and evaluation is needed before a
decision is made.
Force-draw Characteristics An understanding of
this property can help when making a bow choice and
is worth looking at in greater depth. Therefore, for
this article I will concentrate on examining the forcedraw (FD) characteristics of various bows to see how
a coach can help an archer with disabilities gain the
best advantage to enjoy and be competitive in archery.
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This can be either at club level or in open competitions with able-bodied archers, depending upon the
archer’s aspirations.
The diagram below shows the FD plot for a typical recurve bow. The force increases as the draw
increases, in a more or less linear fashion. The maximum load the archer needs to exert is at full draw.

This is fine for able-bodied archers, but for those
with muscle degeneration or joint problems, it can be
difficult to achieve. Having a low poundage bow, with
a restricted peak load will help the archer, but limit
the energy stored (shown by the shaded area) and the
achievable arrow velocity.
A compound bow on the other hand, develops its
peak force in a different part of the draw cycle, as
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shown by the generic FD curve (bottom of previous column).
The diagram above is to illustrate the terminology used when talking about compound bows in general. The force-draw curve is for a typical compound
bow with round eccentrics, commonly referred to as a
“wheelie” bow and shows how the force increases to a
peak approximately half way through the draw, then
drops to a much lower value at full draw. This means
that at full-draw, the archer is holding only about 50%
of the peak force, making aiming much easier. The
peak load will only be a transient one, so much less
demanding for the archer.
So, how can this help an archer with disabilities?
Below is shown the actual FD curve for a basic
“wheelie” compound bow with approximately the
same peak load as the recurve bow shown earlier.

This shows that for this bow, peak load occurs at
a point around two thirds of the way through the
draw cycle, but drops down to about half of this at the
full-draw or holding position. Many archers with
restricted joint movement may well find a big advantage in this draw cycle. If we combine these two FD
diagrams we can see that a further advantage appears,
as shown below.

This diagram shows that the compound bow has
stored more energy in the early part of the draw,
which is not entirely lost in the final third of the draw
as we drop into the valley. On release, the arrow will
have more energy available to it, thus increasing the
Archery Focus

arrow launch speed.
However, this is not the end of the story, because
many archers find that they can in fact draw a much
higher peak load, as it is only transitional and the
body structure is only under high stress for a short
time. Below is shown an FD diagram for the bow setup that could possibly be shot by the archer, compared
to that for the 30-32 lb recurve bow that was originally being used.

From this it can be seen how much more energy
is being stored in the system, giving even greater
arrow speed. By making these changes, the disabled
archer is now approaching a level playing field with
able-bodied archers, so far as bow performance is
concerned.
However, this is still not the end of the story. In
these comparisons, we have been using FD curves for
a basic “wheelie” compound bow. This is a term
describing a bow with simple round or slightly modified eccentrics. These usually go together with a fairly
long axle-to-axle length and high brace height, usually in excess of 8 inches. These days, a much wider
range of bow and cam configurations are available for
the archer and coach to experiment with, to overcome
any physical problems the archer may have. The FD
curve of a typical single cam bow is shown below:

The FD diagram has a similar shape to the
“wheelie” bow, but notice the much higher let-off and
more sharply defined valley. Whilst the peak load is
Continued on the Next Page
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still around 50 lbs, the holding weight is now down to
12-15 lbs. This may well be a big advantage for those
who have difficulties with muscles or joints at the
full-draw position. Note also the gradual build-up to
peak load and the short period of time the cam is at
this peak.
Many modern high performance twin-cam or
hybrid-cam bows, however, are designed to store
much more energy and so have a different and more
aggressive FD curve, as shown below.

This shows a much fuller FD curve, storing even
more energy. The force builds up much more quickly,
starting from a lower brace height and the peak load

is held for more of the draw length.
So, how can this help our disabled archer, is it not
going to create a higher stress on muscles and joints?
Well, if we keep the same peak load, then in all probability this will be the case. If instead, we compare the
energy stored by a “wheelie”, or mild single-cam bow,
to a twin-cam or aggressive single or hybrid-cam bow,
we can make adjustments to the more aggressive bow
to create the situation shown in the FD curves below.

For the same energy stored we can now utilise a
lower peak load and probably a lower load at full draw
but still generate the same arrow speed. This type of
bow will usually have a shorter axle-to-axle length

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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than in our original comparison, which can also be
advantageous to wheelchair bound archers. Another
advantage of the shorter bow is that it will usually
have a lower mass, further helping a physically disadvantaged archer.
The downside is likely to be the lower brace
height, so again the need will be for the archer and
coach to work closely together to obtain the best
compromise. Further adjustments to fit the bow to
the archer can be achieved by careful selection of
release aid and length of the “D” loop. A caution also,
as regards to high let-off bows in general. If the
archer’s disabilities are neurological as well as physical, then very low holding weights may make it difficult for the archer to hold steady and to obtain a good
release action. Adjusting stabilisation may help to
steady aiming somewhat, but if the archer is unable to
optimise and hold a good body position, then a bow
with a higher full-draw load may be the better option.

ied colleagues. This shows that persistence by coach
and archer can enable archers with disabilities to be
competitive and achieve a very high level of satisfaction in the sport of archery.

The recent Olympic and Paralympic Games
have shown us the achievements of the disabled
archers, using well selected modern equipment. In
some cases the disabled archers have shown achievement levels that compare directly with their able-bod-

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Practice with
a Purpose
by Larry Wise
Can your students answer these important
questions?
Why did you practice last Wednesday?
What did you accomplish?
What score did you have?
What part of your form did you work on?
What bow tuning did you do?
Are you better now than you were two
weeks ago? or a month ago?
and . . .
Why don’t you know the answers to these questions?
Archers who are serious about improving their
archery skill level know the answers to all of these
questions. They know them because they know how
to properly build a practice session and keep track
of their progress. They know the “whats” and
“whys” for all the practice they do.
Here’s what you need to tell your students who
don’t know what to do with their practice sessions.

ed to hold it together and keep an archer moving in
the right direction.
The Warm Up Starting cold is your enemy.
Starting time is the most likely time you’ll injure
yourself because your muscles aren’t ready to work
at their highest efficiency. To shoot your best at
tournaments or when a big buck comes within
range you must practice at your best and that means
warming up your muscles a little before your first
arrow.
I like to take a short walk before practice during
which I swing my walking stick. I start slow and
gentle and as I walk I swing the stick back and forth
with increasing range and speed. I do this with each
arm for ten minutes and if you and your students do
it, too, you’ll find your arms and shoulders loose,

Practice Structure

A good practice session has the following parts:
• a warm up/stretching period
• a blank bale/no sight/no target period
• a scoring round
• a practice-ending blank bale session
• bow tuning as needed
• stretching/cool down
Let’s look at each of these ingredients to see
how many arrows need to be shot, what scoring
needs to be done, and what record keeping is need-
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Most injuries occur when archers start shooting without warming up
their muscles. The stretch band is the best way I know to do this. A
short jog or walk is also a great way to get loose before you shoot.
Archery Focus

Every practice session should begin and end with some shots at a blank
bale from close range. For best results close your eyes so your conscious
mind stays more focused on the particular objective of that practice session – open your eyes and you’ll start aiming and your consciousness
will join your eyes.

warm and ready to shoot.
Stretching with a rubber exercise band or
spring-exerciser is a very good warm up technique.
There are lots of articles already in print on how to
use the stretch band to prepare for practice and
tournaments. You can find these devices in sporting
goods stores that handle exercise equipment or
therapy supplies. Having the discipline to do it is
what you have to work on with your students.
Blank Bale Practice This is where real archers
are made, in front of a bale with no target, no sight
and a plan. Without the plan of what to work on,
blank bale shooting won’t help a thing except one’s
endurance. Your most important task as a coach is
to get your students to make a plan for each practice
session. In fact, they should have a plan for the full
week of practice and even longer if they have a tournament they’re preparing for.
The plan must be geared toward form improvement. It must also have a beginning phase, middle
phase, and an end phase which focus on the parts of
a student’s form that need attention.
I’d recommend they work on their form in the
order of their shot sequence. In my form development method of Core Archery the first step is
“stance.” If their stance is adequate then move to the
next form element which is “nocking” the arrow and
then on to “bow hand position.” I find that 98 percent of the students coming to me need to improve
their bow hand so I know that’s a good place to start
Archery Focus

most of your students.
Build your student’s form step-by-step until
each step is correct. Then, and only then, move to
the next. For example, my students working on bow
hand position will have written plans to follow for
the next four weeks. That plan will focus on hand
position and shooting 30 blank-bale arrows to open
each practice session, and ten more to end the session.
During these practices they must focus only on
hand position. They must make sure they set their
hand properly at the first touch of their hand to the
grip area. “Feeling” is what they must establish and
ingrain into the subconscious and it can’t be done
well while being distracted by aiming. It is best
done while shooting with no sight and no target. In
fact, practice with their eyes closed will be most
effective.
Much research has been done on the subject of
practice and it points to the fact that humans need
several weeks of practice to establish a new habit to
establish a new habit. So plans to improve a form
step must be at least that long. Here’s where it’s nice
to have a coach to check one’s progress. They need
to be told if they are getting it right or not (practice
doing it wrong is not going to be helpful). And if
not, you have to get them back on track again, send
them home to the blank bale and hope for the best.
If no coach is available (maybe you’re too busy at the
moment) archers can always use a video camera to
help themselves. A video shot of your practice every
week can help determine if what you think you are
doing is what you are really doing.
After three or four weeks of progress you may
then introduce a second form change into their
blank-bale sessions. It would be the form element
next in line in their sequence. Always build in
sequence like building a house (from the ground up)
and always build in front of a blank bale.
Thirty to forty arrows are sufficient for a blank
bale practice opening session. More can be shot
after they do bow tuning and a scoring round. High
quantity is not your priority here, quality is. They
should focus on each arrow and how they should set
up for the particular form element that they are
rebuilding.
To get best results they should shoot four or five
arrows per end and take their time with each arrow.
In fact, if they can manage four or five short practices each day they would learn and retain more,
Continued on the Next Page
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quicker. But that’s not convenient so most archers
build form on one effective daily session. The
important thing to remember is staying focused on
each shot.
The Scoring Round We practice to get better.
And if we practice properly, we will get better but
how will we know that? We shoot for score regularly and keep a record of it as scoring is the only measure we have of our shooting improvement or
decline so we must have a place for it in our shortterm and long-term practice plan.

Several practices each week should incorporate a scoring round of some
sort. It might be a standard archery round or one you invent. Pick a
favorite distance and set spot size to get started. Then as you improve,
move further away or shrink the spot size.

Choosing an appropriate round to use is not
easy. As coach you’ll have to be careful about advice
on which round a student should use. Indoor
archery offers some good standard rounds to use
and I’d recommend using one of those when indoor
practice is all you can do.
For outdoor scoring you can invent your own. I
like shooting 30 arrows at 50 yards using the NFAA
hunter target with a four-inch spot. I also like
shooting 30 or 36 arrows at 70 meters using the 122
cm FITA target. Your students may not be ready for
those standards so maybe recommend 30 arrows at
40 yards using an 80 cm FITA target. Or just make
a 5-inch spot and put it at a comfortable distance.
Whatever the round, keep records and when your
student begins to shoot perfect scores on that
round, change the round a little by choosing a
longer distance or using a smaller spot.
The target size and distance is not as important
as keeping record of the scores. Over a season of
practice I like looking over my records to see not
only scores but also arrows used, bow used and tuning changes made. Checking old notes can help you
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find that minor ingredient that gets you back to the
top again.
A score doesn’t need to be shot every practice
session. Two scores a week are sufficient to monitor
progress. Some nights, in my basement, I’ll just
shoot for rhythm and not keep score. But when I go
to my local club I always shoot a serious scoring
round like I’d do at a big tournament because that
helps me prepare my mental game.
End-Of–Practice Blank Bale Shooting Every
practice session should end as it began, shooting at
a blank bale. Your students start each session working on a certain form element and when ending that
session they once again should work on that same
element. As before, no target or sight should be
used during this practice phase so the desired “feel”
of the new skill being learned can be gradually
engrained into the subconscious mind. Total focus
needs to be placed on that one form element and all
those that come before it. Your student must do this
practice with total discipline if they expect good
results. Just mindlessly shooting arrows at a blank
bale does nothing to improve a person’s form; closing one’s eyes and thinking intensely about how the
shot feels gets the best results.
This closing phase doesn’t need to last long. Ten
or fifteen well-executed shots are sufficient to pass
along the muscle actions to the subconscious mind.
Closing with that “feeling” is important and doing
it four or five times a week over several weeks will
enable them to learn and retain that new habit
called “good form.”
Cool Down When they’re all done shooting
arrows your students need to stretch their warm
muscles before quitting. This can be done with

At the end of a practice session make several draws of your bow with
your non-dominant side to stimulate and condition those muscles. Use
stretch bands if that is more to your liking.
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stretch bands or with isometric type stretches. A
short walk or run is good, too, if they’re also building stamina.
I like to draw my bow with my left hand when
I’m done shooting. I draw 10 to 20 times to stimulate my opposing muscle groups to help prevent
stress on my spine and also keep all my muscles in
tone. Developing muscles on both sides of my body
and getting good chiropractic care has helped me
improve my strength and stability and that’s important for young and old alike.
Bow Tuning During Each Practice Bows need
to be tuned; some more than others because we’re
trying to get the most out of them and we sometimes push the limits on arrow size and weight. So,
when tuning adjustments are made you have to testshoot to check for positive or negative results and
that shooting has to be done during practice.
Testing and tuning can be done before scoring,
during scoring, or after scoring but not while shooting at the blank bale. Your students can make
changes to the bow and test those changes before
they score to determine if they are satisfactory then
proceed with scoring. If the score is significantly
worse they know to reverse that adjustment and
make some other tuning change. If the bow is better then the score will show it as well.
As coach you’ll have to stress good record keeping of all tuning that is done. This way your archers
will know why a certain score is not as good as the
previous. He will be able to determine that certain
tuning changes always have a certain outcome and
that can be important for the future. And when a
bow gets out of tune because of something your student did to it, good records help you get them back
in tune.
Getting the bow to be reliable is important.
Then and only then can your student shoot several
consecutive scores and monitor their progress. If
you are constantly making changes to the bow you’ll
never know if you’re getting better and that’s often
what makes archery so perplexing at times.
Training Cycles

I didn’t compete much a few years ago because I
wasn’t able to practice regularly – it hurt too much.
So I shot just enough to keep myself happy and to
keep in touch with the new bows I had. But now my
body is doing better and I’m thinking about next
year. Yeah, I’m thinking about a year from now and
about shooting the NFAA Field Nationals.
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To build a macrocycle plan you can start with at least a twelve-month
calendar. This one was built with Microsoft Publisher.

What that means is that I’m thinking about a
“macrocycle” in my training. That’s a cycle that is
about a year long. And if I’m going to be planning
seriously I’ll have to divide that long cycle into eight
to ten “mesocycles,” each four to six weeks long, and
then divide each of those into seven to ten-day
“microcycles.” Using this structure we can most
effectively manage our training to reach a peak performance level for that long-range goal a year away.
What I have to do first is the same thing any of
your students must do first, print out a calendar
page for each of the next twelve months. Once I
mark the NFAA Nationals on the calendar I can
begin planning from that date back to the present.
Backward Planning Mesocycles I know that the
last two mesocycles prior to the tournament I must
be primarily focused on scoring field rounds; 3- D
shooters will need to be shooting rounds for score
and judging distance while indoor shooters will
want to shoot scoring rounds and also work on the
start and end mental game. And don’t forget the
basics, since maintaining basic form elements must
always be a priority for every archer.
The two mesocycles prior to that I’ll need to be
shooting outdoors whenever possible and getting in
a few scoring rounds on my own short field course,
Continued on the Next Page
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weather permitting. Prior to that I will be working
on conditioning and basic form during the two or
three mesocycles that will mark the winter indoor
season. I might squeeze in a few practice sessions at
40 or 50 yards if I can find a place indoors that is
suitable or if weather permits – I gotta know if my
bow is grouping at long range and how my weak
bow shoulder will stand up to holding the bow
higher.
That leaves the next half-year to plan out. This
is the part that is most critical but most don’t recognize it as that and blow it off as not important.
Serious students will know already that their training methods during the late summer and fall will set
up their indoor training and, ultimately, next
spring’s success.
The First Five Mesocycles I have a great shooting
bow, a PSE MoneyMaker. It aims steadier than any
bow I’ve had, it groups well and is a dream to shoot
so I don’t anticipate having to beat my brains out
trying to get that bow to shoot well. That puts the
pressure squarely on my body, my brain, and me.
I’ve always had a strong mental game so I’ve got to
be careful in my physical training. I don’t want to
beat up my body to the point where it won’t be able
to perform – I have to train smart.
For the next four months I’ll continue shooting
three or four times a week. I’m drawing only 42
pounds and I only shoot about 30 to 40 arrows so I
don’t damage either shoulder. I will focus on quality and not quantity. I’ll deal with quantity next
spring after I’ve had the coming months to continue my physical conditioning.
When hunting season arrives I’ll be shooting
less but with a higher poundage bow. To be careful
I’ll use a soft-draw cam so I can still draw 56-58
pounds when I’ve been still and cold . . . and nervous! I’ll get the target bow out once a week during
this stretch just to stay familiar with the feel and to
keep my long-range goal in my head. As soon as
hunting is over in December I’ll be back to the target bow four times a week.
The Microcycle This short training cycle is about
seven to ten days long and involves more detailed
planning. Here’s a sample for ten days in midwinter:
30 shots @ blank bale ¶ bow hand &
release hand + 10 @ 20 yd five-spot target.
20 @ 20 yd five-spot target + 10 BB (blank bale).
No shooting.
Score 30 @ 20 yd @ local club
No shooting.

30

Score 30 @ 20 yd @ local club
20 @ blank bale ¶ head, neck & shoulder posture.
No shooting.
20 @ 20 yd @ five-spot target + 10 BB.
30 @ 20 yd @ local club.
Younger shooters will shoot more arrows than
this but everyone must pay close attention to resting
their bodies. No one can maintain a high level of
training over a long period and expect to get better.
What happens to everyone is a breakdown in muscle conditioning unless those muscles get time to
rest and restore themselves and to grow to a higher
level of strength and performance. Every microcycle
must have two or three days of rest built into it.
Every microcycle must also have variety. The
activities must be varied, the focus must vary and
the length must vary. This variety is good for both
the mind and body so that neither gets stale or overconditioned to one specific activity.
A sample microcycle for next summer may look
like this:
20 @ blank bale ¶ bow hand & release hand + 30 @
50 yd @ 4˝ dot (record score)
14 field targets for score, + 10 BB
Rest
14 field targets for score, + 10 BB
Rest
28 field for score

A mesocycle calendar spans at least six weeks. You can build a customized calendar of any size or length using the “Table” command in
Microsoft Word.
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Rest
20 BB ¶ shoulder/head posture
30 @ 60 yd uphill for score, + 10 BB
10 BB + 30 @ 50 yd for score
Some of this shooting has to be with a backup
bow so I’m sure I can make a switch if necessary. Ii
is important to know what that switch will feel like
because no two bows feel the same. A backup
release aid will have to be tested as well.
The intensity of consecutive microcycles must
be varied. If the sample cycle above is of greater
total load (intensity + length + effort) than the previous cycle then the next cycle must be of lesser
intensity so the body can recover from the work
load. During this recovery a stronger and more
developed body will emerge. Without a decrease in
workload the body will not recover and may, in fact,
regress.
The last week before the big tournament I need
and your students need to get some rest. A rested
body will stand a better chance of performing to the
high level of practice it was subjected to in the previous mesocycles. If you planned well then you’ll get
that performance. Plan your work, then work your
plan!

Keeping notes is essential for archery success. Use customized calendar
pages or just a simple spiral binder. Just be sure to keep enough notes to
chart progress and eliminate duplication of effort.

Record Keeping

Record keeping is the glue that holds all of this hard
work together. Good records, when used, prevent a
person from wasting time relearning a lesson they
learned six months ago. Students can’t humanly
remember everything so they need to write down
the important stuff.
Develop a form of your own for students to use
or have them buy a small notebook in which to
record their practice sessions. It doesn’t have to be
fancy or take a lot of time to do. In fact, the simpler,
the better, as long as they write down the important
information.
At the left (red box) is a form I’ve developed for
my Core Archery Academy students. Feel free to
use it and make changes to it to suit your own
store’s needs. If you have a good idea to improve it
let me know.
Good luck coaching,
Larry

Every daily practice session should begin and end with blank bale
shooting geared to reinforcing a particular objective. Keep notes simple
and to the point. This sample chart was made using a Microsoft Word
table.
Archery Focus
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Compound
to Trad
by Doug Brown
The question is: how should a compound shooter go about converting to traditional archery? I used
to shoot compound-release full time but then got bitten by the “trad” bug. What I learned may help you if
you have ever thought of trying “trad” and were not
sure how to make the change.
First of all, you should look at your current stores
of equipment and think about what equipment you
would need to make the conversion. Although you
probably already have quite a bit of archery equipment, not all of it is used in both types of archery.
A list of the equipment needed for traditional
archery would include: either a longbow or
a recurve bow, wooden arrows for a longbow or a choice of wooden, aluminum, or
carbon arrows for a recurve, a stringer for
the bow, either a shooting glove or a finger
tab, and an armguard.
Although the list looks easy enough to
fill, there are several choices to make for
each piece of equipment listed.

the first few inches, then draws much harder, hits a
maximum at the peak (adjusted) draw weight of the
bow and the draw then becomes rapidly easier as the
draw force/weight drops to a small fraction of peak
weight in “the valley” of the draw cycle. The “holding
weight” at the bottom of the valley can be anywhere
from 50 to 80 percent less than the peak weight.
Drawing a trad bow, on the other hand, is completely different as there are no cams to first increase
and then lower the draw weight. Basically, the more
the archer pulls, the higher the draw weight becomes.
Traditional bow weights are measured at a 28 inch

Bow Issues

When looking at either a longbow or a
recurve, several issues appear. A big one is
the draw weight of the bow. Many compound shooters have never drawn a traditional bow. The main difference between
them is that a compound bow draws easy in
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draw (for adults, or at custom distance
bow’s shelf needs to be rounded quite a
when custom bows are built) for exambit (see photo) so the arrow only touchple, “45# @ 28˝.” For every inch above
es a small part of the shelf. Bows with
a 28 inch draw, the draw weight goes
flat shelves were made to be shot with
up by about 2 lbs (more or less). For
an elevated arrow rest.
every inch you draw below the 28 inchAnother thing to think about is
es, you lower the poundage by about
what kind of limbs you want to have on
two pounds.
your trad bow. Longbows all have
Unless you are in extremely great
wood limbs (occasionally backed with
physical condition, you will not be
leather, skin, or even linen for
comfortable shooting a traditional bow
strength). Recurve bows present a wide
at the same draw weight as your comvariety of limbs to select from. Older
For a bow to be shot “off of the shelf ”
pound bow. You may not even be able its shelf must be rounded like the one recurve bows had laminated wooden
to draw such a trad bow to your anchor on this longbow.
limbs. Some of the newer recurve
point. (A 60# compound often has a holding weight limbs have everything from foam to fiberglass to
of about 20# whereas a 60# longbow or recurve has a Kevlar laminated into their limbs. This is mostly a
“holding weight” of 60#!) Normally a shooter would personal choice of the archer but some competitions
want to begin shooting a trad bow at approximately specify what kinds of bows and arrows are acceptable.
60 percent of the peak draw weight of their com- For example, in some competitions modern longbows
pound bow. As you get more comfortable with shoot- with fiberglass reinforced limbs (even if mostly wood)
ing your trad bow and have strengthened your are separated from “self bows” with all wood conmuscles, you can increase your draw weight if you struction.
wish.
A major difference between compound bows and
A second issue is whether you want to shoot a traditional bows is the overall length of the bows.
longbow or a recurve bow. If you are going to shoot a Compound bow lengths are measured from “axle to
longbow, that means you will be shooting off the shelf axle” whereas trad bows that are measured from limb
which is cut into the side of the bow or even off your tip groove to limb tip groove. Compounds are much
knuckle if the bow you choose has no shelf. If you are shorter in overall length, especially if designed to be
going to shoot a recurve, you have a choice of either shot with a release aid (essentially all recent comshooting off the shelf or shooting off an elevated rest. pounds), whereas trad bows are much longer to avoid
Older trad bows were all shot off the shelf whereas both finger pinch from an acute string/arrow angle
some of the newer trad recurve bows are designed to and the fact that, in general, the longer the limbs, the
shoot both off the shelf and off an elevated rest. Be longer the arrow cast. It is not uncommon to see comcareful, though, in order to be shot off of the shelf, a pounds in the 30 to 42 inch length whereas a trad
bow with a 68-72 inch length is not out of
the question. Longer bows are usually
smoother shooters, but they can get tangled
in brush quite easily, so many hunters favor
shorter bows, like 60˝.
Arrow Issues

After you decide whether to shoot a longbow or a recurve with your choice of limbs
and bow length, then the choice of arrows
comes into play. Shooting a longbow typically has wooden arrows as the only choice
(for competition, for learning, you can’t
Continued on the Next Page
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No, the author doesn’t shoot compound rght-handed and
tradionally left-handed, I just couldn’t resist his two personas dueling one another. Editor
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the arrows behavior can
beat aluminum or carbon).
be. Much of the tuning
A trad recurve bow has
process is adjusting things
three options: wooden
like the shaft length and
arrows, aluminum arrows,
point weight of your
or carbon arrows.
arrows to make them comThis may seem like an
patible with your bow and
easy choice but getting
your technique.
your arrow tuned to your
A compound bow
bow is a bit of a challenge.
delivers an energy release
(You don’t have all of the
into the arrow different
adjustments in variables
from a trad bow. A comlike centershot, draw
pound starts at a lower
weight, and draw length
energy and increases to its
available as in a compound
peak energy and then
bow.) The most important
drops from there. A trad
aspect of your arrow
bow starts at its peak enerchoice is the spine of the
gy and then the energy
arrow (spine being a measteadily lessens as the
sure of the resistance to
string gets closer to the
bending or flexing). If the
bow. A major result of this
spine is not extremely
is the speed and inertia of
close to what the bow and
The only way to safely string and unstring a traditional bow is
using a bowstringer. Buy a quality one like this one made by
the arrow a compound
its actual draw weight
Bateman or you can even make one of your own.
shoots is much greater
need, you will never have
consistent accuracy. A safe selection is to get a shaft than a trad bow of the same draw weight.
Here is where your form and especially the qualwith a spine that is set for approximately 5 to10
pounds higher than the draw weight of your bow at ity of your release come into play. If your draw length
your measured draw length. An example would be to changes from shot to shot (there is no valley to help
get an arrow with a measured spine correct for a bow you sense whether you are at full draw), then the
of about 40 to 45 lbs for a draw weight of approx. 35 amount of stored energy in the limbs changes from
shot to shot. One might not think that a draw length
lbs. in hand.
When an arrow is loosed from a compound bow change of one-third inch one way or the other is
with a release aid, there is almost no flex in the arrow. much, but the effect is real and the point of impact of
When an arrow is released with fingers from a trad such shots will be higher for longer draws and lower
bow, there is both an up and down flex in the arrow in for shorter draws. Of course, the farther the target,
addition to a side to side flex in the arrow. (This flex- the more greater the vertical change in point of
ing accounts for the archer’s paradox.) The flexing is impact on the target.
the result of high stored energy in the bow suddenly
being shoved into the end of a stationary arrow and Other Issues
the string of the bow having to roll off the fingers Another difference between the two types of bows is
when the string is not in line with the center of the how they are stored. Compound bows are stored
bow limbs. The spine of the arrow determines the strung and trad bows are stored unstrung. Traditional
speed of its oscillations. If the arrow is tuned correct- bows are strung for use and unstrung afterwards.
ly to the bow, it will have one complete side-to-side (This is critical for self bows as you can warp them if
oscillation by the time the rear of the arrow passes you leave them strung for even as little as half of a day.
either the shelf or elevated rest. If the spine is not cor- Fiberglass laminations are what cure this behavior to
rect, the arrow will not pass the rest without striking “follow the string,” so if your bow doesn’t have them
the bow and deflecting its flight, a major clearance you must be very careful.) I have seen many different
problem. Obviously this is a cause of very poor con- ways to string a trad bow. One way is always correct
sistency and accuracy. The listed spine of an arrow and will not harm your bow, the rest are not good for
(the so-called “static spine”) can not be adjusted but the limbs of the bow and can end up twisting them.
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The correct way to string a trad
bow is with a bow stringer, a simple device, but critical for the
longevity of your bow’s limbs. Buy
one if you don’t already have one.
Next you have to decide how
you will place your fingers on the
string and how you will protect
your string fingers. Archers
should never shoot a trad bow
without finger protection. Trad
archers typically use either a finger glove or a finger tab. Finger
tabs last longer and wear less than
finger gloves. But this a personal
issue.
There are two common ways
to place your fingers on the string. The first is called
“three fingers under.” With this technique, all three
fingers of the draw hand are placed under the arrow
with the index finger touching the bottom of the
arrow nock. The Mediterranean or “split finger” grip
is the second way. That “string grip” has the index finger placed above the arrow nock and the next two fingers are placed under the arrow nock. Three fingers
under is an easier way to learn and master the string
release whereas a split finger grip is harder to master
but will cast an arrow farther. Conversely, the three
fingers under will give you lower cast, which is good
when shooting indoors.
No matter what kind of bow you choose or what
finger protection you choose, an arm guard for the
bow forearm is a absolute must. Compound archers
have a full draw position that doesn’t require an armguard. The armguard protects the inside of the bow
forearm from getting struck by the string upon loosing an arrow. If you have ever been hit with the string
without an armguard, you will never shoot again
without one. It stings like the dickens and will give
you a very tender bruise.
There are also form differences, for example, in
compound shooting your full draw position has your
back being parallel to the bow string. With a trad
bow, the stance is changed so that a straight line parallel to the archer’s back points at the target and is not
parallel to the string.
Releasing the string is part of any archer’s form.
The release can be separated into two types: the passive or “dead” release and the active release. The passive release is where the archer draws the bow to
anchor, holds the draw weight with his arm muscles,

aims and then opens his fingers
to release the string. With the
passive release, the draw hand
does not leave the anchor point
after release. With the active
release, the draw hand is relaxed
and the draw weight is held by
the back muscles. The archer
then swings his draw elbow on
an arc toward his back which
does not increase the draw
length but does increase the
string pressure on the fingers.
The fingers are held in place by
the draw forearm muscles. The
archer relaxes the muscles in the
forearm and the string will pull
itself past and away from the fingers without having
to open the fingers. After loosing the arrow the
release hand automatically moves backward away
from the anchor point. This allows for a surprise
release rather than a planned release. I argue that you
should always “let” the shot happen rather than
“make” the shot happen. Although there are many
very accomplished archers in the world who use a
passive release, an active release will produce a cleaner release and a more accurate shot.
An easy way to learn how to relax those draw
forearm muscles is to place a weight (e.g. a couple of
rocks, whatever) into an empty 1 gallon paint can.
Wrap your draw fingers under the wire can handle
and hold the can straight down at your side. You do
not have to open your fingers to let go of the can, you
just have to stop holding it and it will fall by itself. Try
both opening your fingers to release the can and then
try just stopping holding the can and you will see the
difference.
You must also decide how you are going to aim
the arrow as there are no sights on the bow. There are
three basic ways to aim: instinctive, gap shooting, and
point of aim shooting. Undoubtedly you will want to
try all three and find which way you are most comfortable with.

“The most important
aspect of your arrow
choice is the spine of the
arrow (spine being a
measure of the resistance
to bending or flexing). If
the spine is not extremely
close to what the bow
and its actual draw
weight need, you will
never have consistent
accuracy.”
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If you have never tried trad shooting, you are
missing a great deal. It is not as accurate as compound
shooting for the average shooter but it is definitely a
lot of fun. Or as they say in the country, it is a hoot to
shoot. Give it a try!
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Working
with Adult Beginners
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
An interesting thing happened about a year and
a half ago. The Chicago Archery Center put out a
Groupon offer for a set of four archery lessons at their
center and a whopping 1400 people bought a
Groupon! But that’s not the most fascinating thing;
the most fascinating thing was that the vast majority
of those purchasers of archery lessons were young . . .
adults. As you are aware, archery is undergoing one of
its typical growth spurts, probably fueled by popular
movies, like Brave, The Avengers, and The Hunger
Games and by television shows like Arrow. Many of
these archery newbies are adults. Working with adults
is different from working with kids. Let’s explore this.
Are Adult Beginners Different?

We teach all beginners in much the same way but we
see three different groups, each of which have to be
addressed at least somewhat differently: pre-pubescent youths, post-pubescent youths, and adults. Prepubescent youths do not have much muscular
development, so the lightest weight equipment is
used and “fun” is emphasized over everything but
safety. These are pre-teens who usually looking at
archery for recreation and not as a competitive sport
(but there are exceptions, of course). Post-pubescent
youths have more muscular bodies but are often
growing rapidly, so much attention must be paid to
their equipment so that it fits them, especially if they
are getting serious and purchasing their own equipment. Allowances for growth must be made especially in arrow selection. (We go over this in detail in our
bowfitting seminar.) Adults, on the other hand, do
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not have growing up to deal with, but we still start
them with lighter weight equipment because archery
form, posture, etc. is best learned with as little stress
as possible. Once proper posture and technique is
learned, draw weight can be increased fairly rapidly, as
long as it does not degrade an archer’s form and execution.
How We Treat Adults Differently

Adults have a number of traits archery coaches to be
cognizant of; here are a few:
Adults Can Overpower Light Weight Equipment
By “Light Weight” we mean bows with low draw
weights. Adults can overpower the equipment trying
to force it to do what they want rather than learning
how to get the equipment to show them how it operates best. The first job in learning to shoot well is
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learning how to relax. Youths often don’t have the
option of muscling their bows into a particular behavior, so they can often learn to relax quickly. Some
adults struggle with this. Constant reinforcement
regarding relaxation is needed.
Adults are Self-Conscious About Appearing
Incompetent One of our coaches went to a family
reunion and took some bows, arrows, and a target to
teach the kids how to shoot. One particular young
lady was shooting very well in short order and this
was pointed out to her parents and grandparents.
When Dad and Granddad were coaxed into giving it
a try, within two arrows they were competing with
one another and their quite young daughter/granddaughter to see who could score better! (Of
course, scoring was not being emphasized.)
As adults we want to appear to be at least competent and especially do not want to appear to be foolish. This is akin to teenagers wanting to look “cool”
and it is as big a handicap. Our best recommendation
is to encourage adults to channel their “inner child”
(ask them to revert to being a 12-year old again) and
just enjoy what they are doing. Encourage them to
avoid thinking about how they might look to
bystanders. (Most of the bystanders are other begin-

ning archers in any case.)
Adults Control Their Own Money No
parent wants some archery coach getting their
kid jacked up about all of the expensive equipment they will need to progress in their sport. So, we
make every effort to educate the parents and involve
them whenever we make a recommendation regarding
a purchase of any kind (organization dues, competition
fees, equipment, etc.). With adults, you generally control your own purse-strings, so we talk to you directly.
It is perfectly acceptable for them to use your
“program equipment,” as long as all they want to do is
shoot arrows for fun. But once they address archery as
an endeavor deeper than that, they need their own
equipment. Usually the thought comes to them “if I
did a little work at this I could get pretty good” or
they get home and find that shooting arrows has
made all of your “problems” disappear for a while.
(Not only does it do that but their problems come
back to them in the order of their importance, at least
to their subconscious minds anyway.)
In order not to be limited in what they do, they
need a bow of the right size, weight, and especially
draw weight and draw length. The last two are the
two pillars of archery performance and without them,

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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not much can be done. Program equipment
has all been chosen to be “enough:” that is
long enough (arrows), light enough (in draw
weight), light enough (in physical weight), but it
can’t possibly be expected to fit every participant and
it does not.
If they become interested in purchasing them
own equipment, our guiding principle is that folks
should buy equipment that matches their level of
expertise. Experts should buy top-of-the line gear,
intermediate archers should buy intermediate-level
equipment and beginners need to buy beginning level
equipment. This does not mean all beginners who
want a compound bow need to get a Genesis, or other
zero-letoff bow, a bow with letoff is good to have, but
just not a really expensive one. Not only is the higher
end equipment harder to afford, it is harder to use,
that is it requires a higher level of expertise to use it to
effect. If you want to become more expert in making
equipment recommendations we teach a seminar for
you in bow and arrow fitting and even if you haven’t
taken the course, you may be able to recommend
equipment to your adult students that will fit them
and their recreation budgets, too. As always, limit
yourself to your own competence. If you don’t know
much about compound bows, tell your student that
they will be better served going to a local shop. Do tell

them that they are looking for “beginner level” equipment,” though.
Adults Often Want Explanations Kids are usually
told they need to just do what adults tell them to, so
often we give suggestions and they just go about trying. Adults, on the other hand, are used to making
their own decisions. Consequently you will need to
supply explanations if asked. We recommend you wait
until asked for an explanation because our definition
of boring is “an answer to a question you didn’t have.”
Archery class is supposed to be fun.
We also insist that “the athlete is in charge” in
that unless there is a safety violation involved, they
pretty much get to do what they please (in the context
of the class. Archery is an individual sport and we
can’t promote your independent excellence as an
archer but denying you the right to make your own
choices. If a student insist on drawing his bow with a
two finger grip on the strip, please do tell them that
we recommend three fingers on the string (to avoid
damage to the nerves in the fingers from the pressure
of the string) but if they insist, it is their sport and
they can do what they want.
So, we encourage adults to ask away . . . but they
need to recognize that in a class setting you have
many people to pay attention to and you may have to
ask them to hold their questions while you attend to

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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one of your other charges. You are not being rude; you
are doing what we want you to do. Just monitoring
the safety of all participants, our #1 goal, requires a
great deal of your attention.
If they are taking pleasure from their excursion
into archery, one of our staff has written a book for
adult beginners: “Shooting Arrows: Archery for Adult
Beginners.” Recommend it to those who want such a
thing.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Are You an
Adult Beginner?
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
The vast majority of target archery books ever
written in English have been addressed to adult
beginners but currently there is not many such books
on the market, which is unfortunate as archery is
undergoing one of its typical growth spurts. Possibly
fueled by popular movies, like Brave, The Avengers,
and The Hunger Games and by television shows like
Arrow, the numbers of people seeking out archery as
a source of recreation is growing rapidly.

How We Treat You Differently

Adults have a number of traits we train our archery
coaches to be aware of; here are a few:
Adults Can Overpower Light Weight Equipment
By “Light Weight” we mean bows with low draw
weights. Adults can overpower the equipment trying
to force it to do what they want rather than learning

So, Are You an Adult Beginner?

If you are an adult beginner (archery is too much fun
to leave it just to the kids), we have some advice for
you. (If you are curious as to what we teach our coaches, check out the companion article to this one, in
which we spill the beans.) We teach all beginners in
much the same way but we see three different groups
that have to be addressed differently: pre-pubescent
youths, post-pubescent youths, and adults. Pre-pubescent youths do not have much muscular development,
so the lightest weight equipment is used and “fun” is
emphasized over everything but safety. Post-pubescent youths have more muscular bodies but are often
growing rapidly, so much attention must be paid to
their equipment so that it fits them. Adults do not
have growing up to deal with, but we still start them
with lighter weight equipment because archery form,
posture, etc. is best learned with as little stress as possible. Once proper posture and technique is learned,
draw weight can be increased fairly rapidly, as long as
it does not degrade an archer’s form and execution.
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how to get the equipment to show them how it operates best. The first job in learning to shoot well is
learning how to relax. Youths often don’t have the
option of muscling their bows into a particular behavior, so they can often learn to relax quickly. Some
adults struggle with this.
Adults are Self-Conscious About Appearing
Competent One of our coaches went to a family
reunion and took some bows, arrows, and a target to
teach the kids how to shoot. One particular young
lady was shooting very well in short order and this
was pointed out to her parents and grandparents.
When Dad and Granddad were coaxed into giving it
a try within two arrows they were competing with one
another and their quite young daughter/granddaughter to see who could score better!
As adults we want to appear to be at least competent and especially do not want to appear to be foolish. This is akin to teenagers wanting to look “cool”
and it is as big a handicap. Our best recommendation
is to just channel your “inner child” (revert to being a
12-year old again) and just enjoy what you are doing.
Don’t worry about how you might look to bystanders.
Adults Control Their Own Money No parent
wants some youth sports coach getting their kid
jacked up about all of the expensive equipment they
Archery Focus

will need to progress in their sport. So, we
make every effort to educate the parents and
involve them whenever we make a recommendation regarding a purchase of any kind
(organization dues, competition fees, equipment,
etc.). With adults, you generally control your own
purse-strings, so we talk to you directly.
It is perfectly acceptable to use “program equipment,” that is bows and arrows supplied by an archery
program as long as all you want to do is shoot arrows
for fun. But once you address archery as an endeavor
that is deeper than that, you need your own equipment. Usually the thought comes to you “if I did a little work at this I could get pretty good” or you get
home and find that shooting arrows has made all of
your “problems” disappear for a while. (Not only does
it do that but your problems come back to you in the
order of their importance, at least to your subconscious mind anyway.)
In order not to be limited in what you do, you
need a bow of the right size, weight, and especially
draw weight and draw length. The last two are the
two pillars of archery performance and without them,
not much can be done. Program equipment has all
been chosen to be “enough:” that is long enough
(arrows), light enough (in draw weight), light enough
(in physical weight), but it can’t possibly be expected
to fit every participant and it does not.
If you become interested in purchasing your own
equipment, we teach a seminar for them in bow and
arrow fitting and even if they haven’t taken the course,
they may be able to recommend equipment for you
that will fit you and your budget, too.
Adults Often Want Explanations Kids are told
they need to just do what adults tell them to, so often
we give suggestions and they just go about trying.
Adults, on the other hand, are used to making their
own decisions. Consequently we tell our coaches to
supply explanations if asked. We tell them to wait
until asked because there is nothing more boring than
the answer to a question you didn’t have and archery
class is supposed to be fun.
We also tell our coaches that “the athlete is in
charge” in that unless there is a safety violation
involved, you pretty much get to do what you please.
Archery is an individual sport and we can’t promote
your independent excellence as an archer but denying
you the right to make your own choices.
So, if you are curious, ask away . . . but do recognize that in a class setting our coaches have many
Continued on the Next Page
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people to pay attention to and may have to
ask you to hold your questions while they
attend to one of their other charges. They are
not being rude; they are doing what we want them
to do. Just monitoring the safety of all participants,
our #1 goal, requires a great deal of their attention.
If you are taking pleasure from your excursion into
archery, one of our staff has written a book for adult
beginners, like you: “Shooting Arrows: Archery for
Adult Beginners.” Check it out. It is even available as
a Kindle Book now for all you e-reader fans.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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